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EAST REGION
Bruce Eddy, Region Manager
Cottonwood Creek Steelhead
Oregon’s Mid-Columbia Steelhead Conservation
and Recovery Plan identifies Cottonwood/Fox
Creek as a high priority tributary for North Fork
John Day population recovery because it provides
over 40 miles of spawning and rearing habitat. It is
a Water Quality Focus Area for Oregon
Department of Agriculture and Department of
Environmental Quality. High summer water
temperatures and low summer streamflow are the
primary factors limiting steelhead freshwater
growth and survival here.

(abundance, growth, survival, distribution), and
stream temperature and flow data collection are
ongoing as is the evaluation of remote sensing to
help develop a water budget and assess habitat
suitability in lower Cottonwood.
Collectively, these projects will aid in identifying
voluntary opportunities to create cooler stream
temperatures that favor steelhead over smallmouth
bass in Cottonwood Creek.
Elkhorn Mountain Goats
Mountain goats were extirpated from Oregon
soon after Europeans settled the state. Their
historic distribution included the Wallowa, Eagle
Cap, Elkhorn, Blue and Cascade Mountains. Five
goats from Washington were transplanted to the
Wallowa Mountains in 1950 to reestablish our
herds. Since then, the Department has
reintroduced goats to many parts of their historic
Oregon range.

The Department, Monument Soil and Water
Conservation District, Warm Springs Tribe, Water
Resources Department, The Freshwater Trust,
Sustainable Northwest, and Watershed
Enhancement Board formed the Cottonwood
Creek Action Plan for Stream Temperature
(CAST) Project in 2016. The project team collects
fish habitat and climate data for a water
temperature forecasting model used to identify
voluntary habitat and restoration actions to
improve conditions for juvenile steelhead in
Cottonwood Creek.
The forecasting model has been running this
summer and sending daily alerts to project partners
for validation. Juvenile steelhead monitoring
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The most successful reintroduction has been to
the Elkhorn Mountains beginning in 1983. This
population has grown to over 300 animals and
routinely produces enough goats that a few can be
trapped and moved to vacant habitat in other areas
of the state. In early July, East Region staff moved
29 goats from Goodrich Lake in the Elkhorns to
the southern half of the Wallowa Mountains.
Upper Deschutes Salmon and Steelhead
Reintroduction
The upper Deschutes reintroduction program
began releasing acclimated smolts instead of fry
this spring. As part of this shift, spring Chinook
and summer steelhead reared at Fall River and
Wizard Falls Hatcheries will be acclimated at four
sites: Ochoco Creek and Opal Springs on Crooked
River, and Whychus Creek and the Metolius Youth
Pond before release in the spring.

Nevada and California with populations in
southeastern Oregon the northern-most extent of
their distribution.

Sampling of these fish began in 1989 and occurs
every five years. Sampling collects basic biometrics
and habitat use information as well as genetic clips
taken from the fish sampled.
This year the Department and partners visited 45
sites and found LCT at 40 sites ranging in size
from 2 to 13 inches. Spawning redds were
observed at a few locations. Riparian areas were in
excellent condition and appear to be recovering
well from effects of the Holloway Wildfire that
occurred in 2012. Anecdotally, the population
appears to have increased from the 2015 survey.

Evaluation of the fry releases made over several
years found that overall fry survival was poor and
steelhead tended to residualize instead of migrate.
It is hoped that this change along with some flow
manipulation will improve migration and
ultimately adult returns to spawning grounds.
Lahontan Cutthroat Trout
The Department and Bureau of Land Management
biologists monitored the Willow and Whitehorse
Creek Lahontan Cutthroat Trout (LCT) to
evaluate their status. Lahontan cutthroat trout are
listed as Threatened under the federal Endangered
Species Act. Their historic range includes Oregon,

John Day Smallmouth Bass
While aggressive feeding by smallmouth bass
provides an exciting John Day River sport fishery,
predation by bass may be a source of high juvenile
steelhead mortality. Department monitoring
suggests smallmouth predation on juvenile
steelhead in the John Day mainstem has
historically been negligible. Recent work by
Department researchers and the Gilliam Soil and
Water Conservation District, however, suggests
seasonal movement of smallmouth into John Day
tributaries might be a significant source of
mortality.
To test this hypothesis the Department installed a
weir in the lower part of Thirtymile Creek this May
to experimentally exclude bass from the upper
creek. While the weir was not a complete barrier to
bass migration, it did substantially reduce the
number of bass found upstream of the weir. In
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June, more than four (4) times fewer bass were
found above the weir than below the weir.

Interestingly, juvenile steelhead density was more
than 3 times higher above the weir than below
suggesting excluding bass substantially improved
survival. Analysis of the food habits of a few bass
from above the weir found that juvenile steelhead
made up a substantial portion of their diet. This
tends to confirm our belief that bass predation was
responsible for much of the difference seen in
juvenile steelhead density above and below the
tributary weir and this predation could be an
important consideration for recovery planners.

term trends in data. This analysis along with
research on the impacts of rainfall on mineral site
surveys, resulted in the MSS now being used to
provide an annual abundance index of Pacific
Coast band-tailed pigeons. The MSS is used by
state and provincial wildlife agencies in Oregon,
California, Washington, and British Columbia, and
the USFWS and Canadian Wildlife Service.
Protocol directs surveys in July with biologists
taking up an observation post near a location
where pigeons come to take in minerals such as
calcium. Pigeons are counted as they come and go
from these sites from 5:30 a.m. until 12 p.m.
Biologists counted 4,180 pigeons at 20 sites this
year in western Oregon. The five-year trend (20152019) reported last year was not increasing or
decreasing, and the Department expects similar
results for 2020.
All data are compiled and sent to the USFWS for
an official calculation that should be released in
late August.

WEST REGION
Bernadette Graham Hudson, Region Manager
Western Oregon band-tailed pigeon surveys
Each July, wildlife districts in the West Region
conduct band-tailed pigeon surveys that are used
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to
monitor pigeons in the Pacific Flyway. Abundance
and harvest of band-tailed pigeons has been
monitored since 1968 through Breeding Bird
Surveys (BBS), while the Mineral Site Survey
(MSS) implemented since 2004 specifically indexes
abundance of Pacific Coast band-tailed pigeons.
Past monitoring efforts for the Pacific Coast
population relied on the BBS which includes all
birds, visual counts at mineral sites in Oregon in
August, and audio counts along transects in
Washington in June. To create a uniform, rangewide survey of Pacific Coast band-tailed pigeons,
the U.S. Geological Survey analyzed these methods
and determined Oregon’s protocol of mineral site
monitoring had the greatest power to detect short-

Volunteers helped improve wildlife habitat in
eastern Jackson County
The Rogue Wildlife District worked with the
Rogue River-Siskiyou National Forest (RRSNF) to
coordinate a volunteer work event focused on
meadow habitat restoration. Blue Rock Meadows,
east of Butte Falls, is overrun with conifers and
other small trees and brush that needed cleared to
create a forest opening for wildlife foraging.
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Meadows provide an opening for highly palatable
grass and forbs for deer, elk, and many other
species. Without fire and other natural disturbance,
meadows are slowly being encroached on by
saplings and brush. This project mimics natural
disturbance by removing the encroaching
vegetation and maintaining the forest opening.
ODFW wildlife biologists were joined by a
RRSNF wildlife biologist and fuels crew, and
volunteers from the Oregon Hunters Association,
Backcountry Hunters and Anglers, the Medford
Water Commission, and the general public. The
group spent the morning lopping and piling small
diameter trees and seedlings to be burned later by
RRSNF crews. The group was able to clear eight
acres in just several hours.
The event was covered by regional media and
highlighted Oregon Conservation Strategy Species
and other sensitive species that benefit from open
meadows, including great gray owls, flammulated
owls, several woodpecker species, Collomia mazama
which is endemic to this small portion of the
southern Cascades Range, and longtail wild ginger,
a rare endemic located in Blue Rock Meadows.
Fern Ridge Wildlife Area Restoration and
Planting
Fern Ridge Wildlife Area staff began field
restoration activities in July by treating 79 acres of
ground that have become overgrown with reed
canary grass. This invasive grass out-competes
nearly all native plants but doesn’t provide the
same quality feed or nesting habitat that native
plants provide, thus reducing habitat quality.
Restoration will consist of mowing, several passes
with the disk to break up and kill the grass
rhizomes, and field levelling so future herbicide
applications can be applied without damaging
equipment. Native plants will often have a robust
response the following year.
The low water levels in Fern Ridge Reservoir
provided staff an opportunity to try fall planting of
17 acres with a mixture of barley, buckwheat,
millet, sorghum, and peas. Fall rains should
germinate the crop and provide green forage for
migrating waterfowl. In addition, 20 more acres are
being prepared for fall planting of rice, which is an
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excellent waterfowl food source and will readily
reseed each year. A successful planting should
provide a rice crop for five or more years without
needing additional work. Staff does a great job
trying to make the best out of a bad water year.
Spearfishing on the Coquille River to protect
fall Chinook
Temporary rules allowed the use of bait, spears,
and spear guns to harvest smallmouth bass on the
Coquille River through October 31. This angling
opportunity is a conservation tool aimed to reduce
impacts of illegally introduced smallmouth bass on
native fall Chinook salmon. Charleston staff
worked with the I&E Division on outreach
including a news release and videos on
spearfishing techniques and the conservation
concern.

limiting factors identified in the status of Pacific
lamprey.
INFORMATION AND EDUCATION
Roger Fuhrman, Information and Education
Administrator
New Email Messenger Launches for
Customers
ODFW has launched the monthly email
Messenger, with editions for both hunting and
fishing. Each issue is sent to people who have had
a hunting or fishing license at any point in the last
three years and have given us permission to send
them promotional emails.
The goals of the Messenger are to increase
participation and to tell the story of ODFW’s work
to manage and conserve Oregon’s fish, wildlife
and habitat. Each issue will include features on
opportunities, fish and wildlife management and
conservation. Content will be presented in a
variety of formats including video, photo, audio
and print.
The angling edition launched the first week of
August with emails delivered to more than 350,000
individuals. The hunting edition launched three
weeks later. The Department is encouraging and
hoping people forward the emails to friends and
family who may also be interested in fishing and
hunting. So far, the response has been remarkable,
with many people opening the articles and
watching the videos. To date, not one person has
unsubscribed, even though this was an unsolicited
email.

Charleston field staff also received approval from
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)-Fisheries to implement
predatory fish (smallmouth bass and striped bass)
removal in the Coquille Basin. Chinook salmon in
the basin are currently in Conservation Closure
Status order under the Coastal Multi-Species
Conservation and Management Plan harvest
matrix. In addition, Oregon Coast coho salmon
remain federally listed as Threatened, and
predation by non-native fishes is one of the top

The content is designed to make current hunters
and anglers aware of other opportunities and
activities. As an example, the most popular content
in the fishing edition featured a video on new
spearfishing opportunities on the Coquille River
and articles on fishing high mountain lakes.
The content also targets new hunters and anglers
since the launch coincides with an increase in
fishing and hunting license sales during the
pandemic.
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In the months ahead, ODFW will stay focused on
the identification of strategies that increase public
awareness of the impacts of poaching and
encourage the reporting of poaching incidents.
This includes working with a broad group of
interested and engaged stakeholders who will be
asked to share the anti-poaching message with
their members. Work will continue to set the stage
for paid advertising to start late next year if
funding remains in ODFW’s 2021-23 budget.
Budget reductions also included reverting the
General Fund provided to the Department of
Justice for prosecution efforts, as well as, Oregon
State Police’s budget for equipment and supplies
for trooper positions. Funding for all five trooper
positions has been retained.

The first issue of the Messenger hunting edition contains a variety of
features for new and experienced hunters.

OREGON STATE POLICE
Captain Casey Thomas, Fish & Wildlife Division

Connecting with new and returning hunters now
may encourage them to remain active even when
movies, concerts, sports and other activities
become available and compete for their time.
Anti-Poaching Campaign Continues
Efforts associated with ODFW’s anti-poaching
campaign will continue despite a significant onetime budget reduction approved by the Oregon
Legislature during its second special session in
August.
Reductions focused mainly on the services and
supplies portion of the anti-poaching campaign
budget. Funding for the paid advertising campaign
was eliminated. The ad campaign was expected to
begin late this year, but will be delayed due to the
loss of current funding. Since funding for the
advertising campaign is part of ODFW’s base
budget, the campaign could continue next
biennium, unless further reductions are identified
by the Legislature. Although reductions were
significant, ODFW is appreciative that funding for
the campaign coordinator position was retained.
This will enable ODFW to continue efforts on the
earned media portion of the campaign. These
efforts are generating great returns as many news
releases about poaching incidents are generating
extensive media coverage.

Fish and Wildlife Division members concluded an
operational plan from earlier in the year to address
unlawful angling methods and take/possession of
trout and steelhead on the Deschutes River
between the Northern Boundary of the Warm
Springs Reservation to the Pelton Regulating
Reservoir. Throughout the operational time
period, enforcement actions included the
following:

Unlawful take of redband (rainbow) trout: 6
Unlawful take of bull trout: 1
Angling closed season: 14
Angling unlawful method (bait): 4
No angling license: 3
False application for resident license: 1
No Deschutes River Boater Pass: 5
Trespass II: 6
PCS Heroin: 1
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owner claimed that he was the one who kept the
extra salmon, and decided to keep and hide the
salmon because the season was closing the next
day. The boat owner was cited and released
criminally for Exceed the Daily Limit of
Salmon.
CONSERVATION PROGRAM
Andrea Hanson, Oregon Conservation Strategy
Coordinator
SW Region and USFS Trap More Turtles

Fish and Wildlife Troopers have been working
numerous shifts on Fall Creek (tributary of the
Middle Fork Willamette River) at the 1828 Bridge
to address snagging issues. Multiple subjects have
been contacted this summer with enforcement
action taken for violations such as:

Unlawful Take/Possession of Wild Chinook
Salmon Closed Stream
Taking Snagged Fish – Chinook Salmon,
Take/Possession of Non-Adipose Fin clipped
Chinook Salmon
Angling for Chinook Salmon Closed Stream
No Electronic Angling License in Possession

A Fish and Wildlife Trooper contacted a boat as it
came into the dock in Hammond after ocean
salmon fishing. The four anglers onboard each had
their limit of coho salmon, and appeared nervous
and eager to leave the dock. A consent search of
the boat was conducted and the Trooper did not
find any additional fish; but after removing a
storage box and a false wall near the bow, the
Trooper located 8 additional fileted coho in a
garbage bag under the floor in the bow. The boat

Turtle photo courtesy of Amy Darr

ODFW staff and volunteers along with Forest
Service staff trapped 14 turtles at Squaw Lake on
Monday. Although 24 were trapped last year, none
of this year’s turtles are recaptures. This supports
our hunch that there may be a very large
population of turtles at Squaw Lake (hundreds!).
OCS Strategy Habitat in the News

Staff gave two interviews to the media regarding
Oregon Conservation Strategy (OCS) Habitat –
Alpine Meadows while tagging along on Dylan’s
Blue Rocks project. One interview can be found
here;
https://centraloregondaily.com/%e2%96%b6%ef
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%b8%8f-the-great-outdoors-mt-mcloughlinmeadow-restoration-allows-habitats-to-thrive/
Applegate Restoration Project and Bryozoans
The SW Region Conservation Biologist met with
Elk Creek Watershed Council to review
specifications for the Applegate Restoration
Project. The council was concerned about
bryozoans in Susan’s Pond. Bryozoans have been
in Oregon since the late 1990’s and are expanding
in the state
(https://nas.er.usgs.gov/viewer/omap.aspx?Specie
sID=2335) with eight (8) documented occurrences
in SW Oregon. They carry a parasite that can cause
proliferative kidney disease (PKD) in salmonids.
Peninsula Canal Turtle Trapping Success
With the assistance of several trained and hardworking ODFW volunteers, the NW Conservation
Program (CP) biologist and intern conducted the
first session of turtle trapping this year at
Peninsula Canal. Sixty turtles were trapped over a
three-day period! Of the turtles trapped, 48 were
native, western painted turtles (42 new and six
recapture) and 12 were red-eared sliders
(nonnative).

Bats and Amphibians Get WWMP Staff
Support
Staff placed bat acoustic recording devices at
Flight’s End and other Sauvie Island Wildlife Area
(SIWA) locations. This is part of a regional
monitoring effort by the Northwestern Bat Hub at
OSU Cascades. Also, staff met with Columbia
River Estuary Study Taskforce (CREST) and
engineers about the feasibility report for the
amphibian underpass on Highway 30. Test bores
were drilled where ODFW staff recommended the
crossing be placed and no major obstructions were
found. The team provided the engineers with more
guidance about preferred materials and the
requirements for size, light and moisture in the
underpass.
OSU Confirms Oregon Chub
Oregon State confirmed our initial identification of
Oregon Chub in Round Lake near Hoodoo. This
location is outside their native range, and likely the
introduction of a nonnative species by the use of
illegal live bait.
Sandhill Cranes in Oregon

High Lakes Amphibian Survey Teams
NW CP staff and intern conducted high lakes
amphibian surveys with Southwest Watershed
District (SWWD) staff. The intern learned new
survey techniques and how to identify amphibians
of various life stages. A highlight was locating a
breeding site for Cascade frogs. Staff and the
intern also surveyed Elkhorn Lake with SWWD.
Wildlife Species Observation System Wins
Award
ODFW received an Esri's Special Achievement in
GIS Award for our new Wildlife Species
Observation System (WSOS). Development of the
WSOS was led by Arty Rodriguez, in close
collaboration with Esri and Conservation Program
staff. With over 300,000 candidates world-wide,
the WSOS was selected for the innovated methods
it uses to combine different technologies and
workflows to improve how the Department
handles wildlife GIS data. The awards were given
out at the annual Esri conference for ‘innovative
application of mapping and analytics technology.’

Sandhill Cranes fitted and banded at Ladd Marsh

Ladd Marsh staff and Texas Tech University
students and professors captured four adult
Sandhill crane adults and five pre-fledgling colts
this summer as part of the Greater Sandhill Crane
Telemetry Project. Three of the adults were fitted
with satellite transmitters, and the colts received
color bands. There are currently 10 cranes with
transmitters nesting in Union, Wallowa and
Morrow Counties. One crane spent last winter in
the Lower Colorado River Valley, the second crane
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from Ladd Marsh to do so.
Caspian Tern Breeding Failures and Bald
Eagles
It appears the Caspian tern colony on East Sand
Island is on track for a complete breeding failure
this year, and bald eagle activity seems to be a
major contributing factor. This year’s likely
breeding failure would represent the 3rd time in
the last 10 years the colony has produced no
chicks, and seems to be a continuation of a trend
of perhaps unsustainably low productivity at the
colony. If the trend continues it seems possible the
colony may be abandoned over the next few years,
which would likely lead to a decline in the western
population of Caspian terns, but could be
beneficial for Columbia Basin fish if terns disperse
to a different system. Caspian terns are listed as
Sensitive under the Oregon Conservation Strategy
and abandonment of the colony could result in the
loss of a majority of the state’s breeding
population.
AIS Prevention Program Update
In the past three weeks, the Aquatic Invasive
Species (AIS) prevention program inspected more
than 3,500 watercraft and intercepted 18 with
other types of aquatic bio-fouling. The Ontario
inspection station conducted two hot wash
decontamination for mussels on a watercraft from
the Mississippi River near St. Louis, Missouri as
well as another from Lake Huron.
Mosier NW Pond Turtle Survey Concludes
Trapping concluded for the year on the Mosier
Northwest Pond Turtle (NWPT) project. Staff
analyzed the data collected to provide population
estimates for each pond. They estimate that the
population at most ponds, as well as the overall
count for the area is increasing. Analysis on
population demographics will continue.

Figure 1. Population estimates for the ponds surveyed
for the past three (3) years of the project. Error bars are
95% CIs. Estimations from 2015 were calculated using
a different methodology.

OCRF Update, Outdoor Equity SubCommittee Formed
The Oregon Conservation & Recreation Advisory
Committee met on August 11 and will meet again
on August 25 to plan for the second round of
funding recommendations. The planned timeline is
to present recommendations to the Commission in
December.
The Committee formed an Outdoor Equity
Subcommittee and has committed at least $20,000
of current available funds (this is about 50%) to
projects that seek to reduce the equity gap in
Oregon's outdoors.
MARINE RESOURCES PROGRAM
Caren Braby, Marine Resources Program Manager
This summer has been an active one at the coast,
with unprecedented numbers of visitors looking
for outdoor recreation opportunities, fresh air, and
a brief reprieve from everyday challenges. Ocean
fishing, crabbing and clamming have all had great
participation and have provided access to those
family opportunities. The Marine Program
fisheries sampling teams have been at the docks
and beaches to make sure our fisheries are staying
within levels set to be sustainable.
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As an example, our fisheries sampling teams
continue to sample commercial fisheries landings
up and down the Oregon Coast. ODFW staff are
coordinating closely with industry to develop and
implement safe practices, limiting risk of exposure
to COVID-19, but still collecting the data essential
for management of Oregon’s marine fisheries.
Although sampling plans have been interrupted
periodically due to active outbreaks at several fish
processing plants, our ongoing assessment of data
collected so far in 2020, indicates that the 2020
data remain representative of our fisheries and
continue to be of value to sound management.
With upcoming federal stock assessments for
copper rockfish and lingcod, among other key
commercial species, our fisheries sampling
activities are a keystone to sustainable
management.

Of particular note, the Marine Reserves team
successfully completed monitoring for sea star
wasting disease at the Otter Rock and Cascade
Head Marine Reserves in late June. The three types
of sea stars we typically find in the intertidal were
all observed and looked healthy. Very little signs of
sea star wasting disease were observed, indicating
that our nearshore is getting back to normal after
the drastic decline of sea stars across the West
Coast that started in 2013.
The Marine Reserves team has also been active
collecting data on ocean change, working with the
F/V Lady Lee to deploy moorings at the Cape
Falcon Marine Reserve and its associated
comparison area near Cape Meares. Sensors on the
moorings gather data on temperature, salinity and
oxygen conditions just above the seafloor in about
15 meters (45 ft) of water. The moorings were
deployed in late June and will be recovered in
October.
END OF FIELD REPORTS FOR
September 11, 2020

Summer is also the time for fieldwork across the
Department, including on the coast where field
research and monitoring projects have continued,
under altered protocols to keep staff and the
public safe.
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